
FENCE PRO’S
#1 CHOICE

HINGE MOUNTING:
The hinge should be mounted as shown. The leaves should 
be positioned on the outside surface of the posts when the 
gate is closed. For C2H121NB hinges, make sure the tabs 
for the upper and lower hinges are aligned with each other. 
The top surface of the upper hinge should be mounted 
within 6" of the top surface of the top rail and the bottom 
surface of the lower hinge should be mounted within 6" of 
the lower surface of the lower rail (Fig. 2). In applications 
where additional hinges are used, they should be evenly 
spaced between the upper and lower hinges.
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Fig. 1

SPRING TENSION ADJUSTMENT AND MAINTENANCE
1. Insert Allen Wrench into the cam at the end of the 

hinge barrel.
2. Rotate the cam clockwise to increase spring tension. 

To decrease spring tension, press the wrench 
downward, pushing the cam into the barrel, and rotate 
the cam counter-clockwise. Adjust one hinge at a time 
in quarter-turn increments.
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Note: The hinge should be inspected annually, or more 
frequently if the gate is used often. Spring tension adjust-
ments should be made as needed. The hinge should be 
regularly lubricated by spraying an oil based lubricant into 
the area of the cams and barrel.

WARNING
Spring tension should never be increased more than 2 full 
turns (8 quarter-turns) from the neutral position.
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IF USING OPTIONAL ANTI-STEP CAP  (C2HB-ANTISTEP)
To help deter fence climbing, anti-step caps may be used. 
To attach an anti-step cap to a hinge, place the cap onto the 
top of the hinge as shown below, making sure that the key 
and notch are aligned. Secure the cap to the hinge using 
the anti-step screw.
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